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Experimental observations of bubble response and light intensity near the threshold
for single bubble sonoluminescence in an air-water system

D. Felipe Gaitan
National Center for Physical Acoustics, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi 38677

R. Glynn Holt
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

~Received 2 June 1998!

Single bubble sonoluminescence in an air-water system has been shown to occur along a unique surface in
the acoustic pressure-ambient radius-gas concentration parameter space where the bubble is stable both in
shape and in~average! size. In this paper, we show how the bubble deviates from the expected path~traced by
the shape-instability threshold as a function of pressure! in order to reach the observed stability. We also
present measurements of the expansion ratio (Rmax/R0) for bubbles near the threshold for light emission. The
results suggest that maximal bubble radial response is an insufficient criterion for the onset of light emission,
and we present data for the dependence of the emitted light on several parameters.@S1063-651X~99!07905-2#

PACS number~s!: 47.55.Dz, 43.25.1y, 43.35.1d, 78.60.Mq
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INTRODUCTION

Single bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL! is a phenom-
enon in which an acoustically levitated bubble is made
oscillate so violently that pulses of light are emitted at t
time of collapse@1#. In contrast to the previously know
phenomenon now called multibubble sonoluminesce
~MBSL!, SBSL involves only a single bubble that becom
stabilized against shape instabilities~SI! and ~bubble size!
growth @2#. The typical mechanisms responsible for SI a
the Faraday and the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities@3#, and for
growth, rectified diffusion~RD! @4#. Thus, for SBSL to be
possible, three conditions must be met:~i! the bubble must
be below the SI threshold;~ii ! for zero net growth, the
bubble must be at the RD threshold; and~iii ! for a stable
equilibrium, the RD threshold must be such that a small
crease~increase! in the bubble size places the bubble in
growth ~dissolution! region. This occurs when the slope
the RD threshold curve is positive when plotted asPthreshold
versusR0. In this paper we show how the bubble deviat
from the expected path in the acoustic pressure-ambien
dius (Pa ,R0) @5# parameter space in order to achieve t
observed stability@6#. The cause of the deviation, accordin
to the hypothesis of Lohseet al. @7#, is the onset of interna
chemical reactions occurring during the bubble collap
which results in a much lower growth rate by RD since t
reacting species~dissociated N2 and O2 primarily! no longer
participate in the cycle-averaged mass exchange

APPARATUS

Measurements were made using an apparatus and
niques first reported in@2#. The apparatus is shown here
Fig. 1 and consisted of a cylindrical levitation cell~see
Gaitanet al. in Ref. @1#! made up of two hollow, piezoelec
tric PZT ceramics. The cell was filled to the top and sea
with a quartz disk 3.2 mm~1

8 in.! thick in order to keep the
dissolved gas concentration constant. Two barbed hose
nectors, which served as an inlet and an outlet, were atta
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to the quartz disk. A 2-mm-diam hydrophone was position
near the bubble in order to monitor the driving acoustic pr
surePa . The hydrophone was calibrated using a modific
tion of the levitation technique described in Gaitanet al.
~Ref. @1#!. The most important aspect of the modification w
the inclusion of the measured spatial pressure grad
~which can vary for different levitation cells! in the descrip-
tion of the acoustic force. A 7 mW He-Ne laser and a
Hamamatsu H5783-00 photomultiplier tube were used
monitor the dynamic bubble radius using the Mie scatter
technique developed by Hansen and Holt@8# for single
acoustically levitated bubbles. Images of the bubble w
obtained using a Cohu 4910 CCD camera, a Questar QM
long-distance microscope, and a pulsed, frequency-dou
YAG laser to back-illuminate the bubble. The ambie
bubble radiusR0 was measured while the sound field w

FIG. 1. Apparatus used to study bubble dynamics during sin
bubble sonoluminescence. The He-Ne laser and the photomulti
tube were used to monitor the dynamic bubble radius. The imag
apparatus~CCD camera, long-distance microscope, and YAG las!
were used to measure the ambient (R0) and maximum (Rmax)
bubble sizes. The calibrated hydrophone was used to measur
acoustic pressure.
5495 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Mie scattering detector~PMT! output for different bubbles near the transition into shape instabilities. The inset shows the
signal before and after the transition, with the arrow marking the approximate location of the data shown in the main plot.~a! R0

568 mm, Pa50.19 bar. The video images indicated ann54 shape mode.~b! R0520mm, Pa50.66 bar. The video images suggested
n53 shape mode.~c! R056.5mm, Pa51.2 bar. The video images did not have enough resolution to discern a mode. The bubble wnot
emitting light. ~d! R057.0 mm, Pa51.4 bar. The video images did not have enough resolution to discern a mode. Before the ins
occurred, the bubble was emitting light.
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momentarily turned off. In cases where the resolution of
bubble image was poor, bubble sizes were calculated u
the measuredPa and the maximum bubble sizeRmax using
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation.

In order to measure the threshold for shape instability
the bubbles, two primary observables were monitored:
Mie scattering signal and video images of the bubble~see
Fig. 1 for the apparatus!. The signal generated by the ligh
scattering at 80° from the forward was subtracted from t
generated by forward scattering~pseudoextinction technique
see Ref.@9#!, which often resulted in a trigger signal gene
ated when the shape distortions were present. This oc
because the forward scattering is relatively insensitive to
viations from sphericity as compared to the scattering at 8
The trigger was used to initiate the 1 MHz digital sampli
board that recorded both the hydrophone and light scatte
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signal from the bubble. Shape distortions typically gener
large amplitude deviations relative to the spherical Mie sc
tering signal and are therefore easily detectable. At ot
times, however, more subtle detection techniques were
ployed. Video images were recorded using a conventio
CCD camera and VCR. The images were then used to id
tify the particular shape mode by locating the images mar
by the analog trigger signal on the audio track of the S-V
tape. These two methods were successful for bubbles
tween 15 and 100mm. For smaller bubbles near the SL r
gime ~at Pa>1 atm), the video images did not have enou
resolution and the Mie scattering spikes due to the sh
instability were often too brief~a fraction of amsec! to trig-
ger the circuit. It was possible, however, to detect the pr
ence of instabilities by monitoring the Mie scattering sign
in a fast~100 MHz! oscilloscope. In Figs. 2~a!–2~d! we dis-
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FIG. 2 ~Continued!.
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play Mie scattering signals at the onset of a shape mod
shape instability. In these figures we show the variety
symptoms to be encountered when making measurem
spanning the range from large bubbles at low driving pr
sures to small bubbles at high pressures~SBSL!.

Figure 2~a! shows the transition to ann54 shape oscilla-
tion as the pressure is slightly increased for a relatively la
bubble (R0568mm) driven at Pa50.19 bar. This type of
transition is typical of large bubbles in that the scatte
intensity increases by several orders of magnitude, as is d
onstrated in this figure by the saturation of the detector. T
type of transition tended to be gradual, and the energy c
pling can be classified as resulting from resonance. S
resonance is defined by an integer ratio of shape mode
quency to volume mode frequency for forced periodic v
ume oscillations~@10#; Hilgenfeldt et al. in @16#!. In Fig.
2~b!, a smaller bubble (R0520mm) driven at 0.66 bar is
shown as ann53 shape instability sets in. Note the spik
caused by the instability. In this size range the energy c
pling is still resonant, but the ratio of shape frequency
volume frequency~as determined by observed size a
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mode! is always 1
2 within error limits. Note that for these

smaller bubbles the relevant volume oscillations are thos
the nearly free rebound phase following the main collap
Furthermore, the frequency of these oscillations is the b
ble’s natural frequency and therefore the oscillations are o
approximately periodic due to nonlinearity.

In Fig. 2~c! a much smaller bubble (R056.5mm) is
shown. This bubble is just below the threshold for light em
sion but is not stable due to insufficient degassing of
water (Ci /C0>50%). Spikes can also be seen here near
bubble collapse. The large decrease in scattering ampli
suggests that the bubble fragmented. In cases like this,
bubble is often observed~via video camera! to break up into
two or more smaller fragment bubbles. Many of these fra
ments are observed to dissolve, but at least one or m
coalesce and continue oscillating, growing, and repeating
process. The shape eigenmode~if any! was undetermined
due to insufficient video resolution.

In Fig. 2~d!, a sonoluminescing bubble (R057 mm, Pa
51.4 bar) is shown, exhibiting what appears to be a break
Even though the gas content was optimum for SL, spi
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during and after the rebound~following the initial collapse!
were observed as the extinction threshold was approac
These spikes were too short-lived to be recorded by the
acquisition system, but could be easily observed with a
MHz ~or faster! digital storage oscilloscope. Again, the vide
resolution was insufficient to determine a shape mode,
fragmentation was observed. The connection between
observation and the sudden extinction of the bubble, wh
occurs at essentially the same parameters@indeed this par-
ticular bubble disappeared a few hundred cycles after
data in Fig. 2~d! were taken# is unclear. It is intriguing that
the first indication of instability occurs during a volume e
pansion, which is normally a stabilizing phase of motio
One potential explanation is that there are two bubb
present, and the split must have occurred at the collapse
mediately prior. Matulaet al. @11# have also observed suc
scattering signals near the extinction threshold.

GROWTH AND MECHANICAL STABILITY

In Fig. 3, thePa threshold for SI~labeled ‘‘F’’ in @2#! is
shown. The symbols~except for the open circles! indicate
the shape mode observed immediately after the bubble
comes unstable in an air/water mixture driven at 20.6 k
The measurements were obtained at different dissolved
preparations ranging from near saturation for large bubb
to strongly degassed for the smallest sizes. Resonance
ditions, which vary depending on the equilibrium size of t
bubble, determined the excited shape mode@10,12#. The
maximum bubble radius that can be levitated is;150 mm,
which corresponds to the resonance size at 20 kHz. Note
SBSL occurs only in the upper left-hand corner~open
circles!. This figure serves to illustrate how small the SBS
parameter space is. The solid line corresponds to the
threshold for 70% dissolved gas~air! concentration
(Ci /C0L), where Ci is the concentration in the liquid fa
from the bubble andC0L is the saturation value at ambie
pressure. In general, lower~higher! concentrations will shift
the RD curve towards larger~smaller! Pa . We note in pass-
ing that in the vicinity of nonlinear bubble response res
nances~e.g., the dip in the 70% RD curve near 70mm in Fig.

FIG. 3. Peak acoustic pressure amplitude threshold for sh
instability ~symbols, except open circles! and rectified diffusion
~solid line! for 70% gas concentration.3’s represent unknown
shape modes, open circles represent SBSL.
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3! there are regions where stable diffusive equilibria exist
these small regions lie below the SI threshold, they will a
as attractors for a fixedCi /C0L. This explains why the SI
data appear in several clusters forR0>50 mm.

In the laboratory usually onlyPa is controlled, whereas
the bubble size is determined by the other experimental
rameters. For example, bubbles below the RD threshold
dissolve and those above will grow until they reach the
threshold. When they reach the SI curve, bubbles will bre
up and coalesce in a continuous cycle or execute stable
linear shape oscillations@13# unless they grow beyond th
maximum size for levitation and escape the field. In the c
where the SI curve lies below the RD curve, the bubble w
dissolve before reaching instability. For this reason, only
gions of thePa ,R0 space where SI is above RD will b
available for steady-state experiments. Such a region
been shaded in Fig. 3. At the higher values ofPa ~>1 bar!,
the breakup and coalescence will occur so quickly that
bubble will remain near the SI curve most of the time. Wh
this is the case, the bubble will start emitting light at arou
1.3 bar but in a rather erratic fashion~'1 flash per 10 acous
tic cycles! due to its instability. This phenomenon, first r
ported and explained by Gaitanet al. @1#, has been more
recently termedunstable SL@14#.

When the value ofCi /C0L is less than 50% andPa
'1.15 bar, however, the bubble begins to deviate from
SI curve toward a smallerR0 ~see also Ref.@6#! and becomes
stable~Fig. 4, square symbols!. The smaller the gas concen
tration is, the smallerR0 becomes for a givenPa @see Ref.
@2#, Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#. As Pa is increased,R0 first decreases
~filled squares, termedlower branch! and then increase
~open squares, termedupper branch! until it reaches theex-
tinction thresholdwhere SBSL is no longer observed b
cause the bubble disappears. On the lower branch, the v
of Ci /C0 calculated from the bubble radial motion begins

FIG. 4. Measured stable and unstable bubble oscillations re
sented in the parameter space (Pa ,R0) for a constant preparation
value of dissolved air in water,Ci /C0L514%, and a constan
acoustic frequency~20.6 kHz! at 21.7 °C. Solid lines: numerica
rectified diffusion equilibrium according to the Eller-Flynn formu
lation for different values ofCi /C0 . Regions of stable equilibrium
are drawn with a thick line. Squares: measuredR0 andPa data for
stable bubble oscillations forCi /C0L514%. Solid squares are
bubbles that do not emit light; open squares represent light-emit
~SBSL! bubbles. The3 symbols correspond to the measured sha
instability ~SI! threshold. The dashed line is an interpolation of t
shape threshold data. The approximate error bars for the squ
and3 symbols are shown in the lower left of the plot.
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decrease asPa is increased. On the upper branch~see Fig. 2
of @2#!, Ci /C0 reaches a value'1% of Ci /C0L ~the actual
gas concentration far from the bubble! and stays constant. A
any other point in the observablePa ,R0 space (Pa
<1.15 bar in shaded region!, the value ofCi /C0L appears to
equalCi /C0 .

Figure 4 also shows a family of calculated rectifie
diffusion ~RD! equilibria for the boundary-layer theory o
Eller and Flynn@4#. These curves represent conditions fo
net mass flux of zero across the bubble wall averaged ov
cycle of the bubble oscillation. They were calculated fro
the expression

Ci

C0
5S 11

2s

R0P`
D ^R/R0&

^~R/R0!4&
~1!

using a Rayleigh-Plesset model@15# and the measuredRmax
andPa ; the validity of the Eller-Flynn formulation was ex
perimentally verified in Ref.@2# for Pa<0.9 and 20%
<Ci /C0<50%. For largerR0 these curves have resona
peaks and valleys@16#; however, due to the dominatin
surface-tension effect@17#, they are single-valued at sma
R0 .

These observations are consistent with Lohseet al.’s hy-
pothesis in which the non-noble gases in air (O2,N2) begin to
react chemically and as a consequence become inactiv
the diffusive process. A larger portion of these gases w
become inactive as the internal temperatures and press
increase~due to the largerPa) until only argon is presen
inside the bubble. Thus, the effectiveCi /C0 will decrease at
first ~lower branch! until it reaches a minimum value~upper
branch! of 1% of Ci /C0L , which is the same as the propo
tion of Ar in air.

Furthermore, we propose that even though other proce
are affecting the gas diffusion, the standard RD formulat
@4# can still be used to explain the growth stability of th
bubble if the value ofCi /C0L for the gas concentration fa
from the bubble is replaced by the smaller value ofCi /C0
calculated from the observed dynamic bubble radius. T
hypothesis is supported by the data in Fig. 4, where the fi
squares fall near the points~within the experimental uncer
tainty! in the RD threshold curve where the slope is positi
thus satisfying condition~iii !. A positive slope allows the
bubble to be in stable growth equilibrium since the bub
crosses from a growth to a dissolution region asR0 in-
creases. We attribute the occasional negative slopes for s
of the data to experimental error.

Note also that, perhaps coincidentally, light begins to
emitted as the upper branch is reached. At this point, acc
ing to Lohseet al.’s hypothesis, Ar is expected to fill most o
the bubble. Therefore, the inception of light emission mig
be an indication that Ar is a more efficient gas for the ge
eration of light due to its large heat-capacities ratio. On
other hand, it could be the result of the higher driving pr
suresPa , which generate more violent collapses. Seve
investigators @18# have postulated that at this point th
bubble wall velocity has reached the speed of sound in
gas~Mach 1! generating shock waves which are thought
be responsible for the light emission when they converg
the bubble’s center.
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As noted by others~Refs.@17,19#! for Ci /C0L,5%, the
bubble will stabilize without the need for any mass loss
long as the water can be degassed below this level. This i
important consideration when trying to predict the conditio
under which bubbles will stabilize in other liquid-gas mi
tures, and is in fact the case in some observations in wa
polyatomic-gas mixtures reported by the UCLA group@19#.

BUBBLE RESPONSE AND THE THRESHOLD FOR LIGHT
EMISSION

Figures 5 and 6 are plots ofRmax and Rmax/R0, respec-
tively, as functions ofPa for the same data presented in Fi
4. BothRmax andRmax/R0 grow roughly as power-law func
tions of Pa along the shape instability threshold, which
indicated by the dashed lines in the figures. The crosses~un-
stable oscillations! and squares~stable oscillations! depict
the data set in water prepared at 14% saturation. The p
ence of an island of dissolution responsible for the deviat
described above causes a resonancelike phenomenon t

FIG. 5. Measured maximum bubble radius attained during
cycle (Rmax) as a function of the acoustic pressure for the data
Fig. 3. The dashed line was drawn to represent the path the bu
takes whenCi /C0>0.5 and corresponds to the SI dashed line
Figs. 2 and 3. All experimental parameters and symbols are
same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Measured expansion ratio of the maximum bubble
dius attained during one cycle and the ambient radius (Rmax/R0) as
a function ofPa for Ci /C0L514%. The dashed line was drawn t
represent the path the bubble takes whenCi /C0>0.5 and corre-
sponds to the SI dashed line in Figs. 2 and 3. All experimen
parameters and symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.
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cur. The rapid decrease in ambient radiusR0 seen in the
experiment in Fig. 4 causesRmax in Fig. 5 to decrease, reach
ing a minimum of about 23mm at the minimumR0 , and
then increase asR0 increases along the upper branch. No
that the light emission threshold, marked by the arrow,
curs on the upper branch and at relatively low values ofRmax
~'28 mm!, indicating that it is not a unique function ofRmax.
The importance of this observation is thatRmax is a measure
of the mechanical potential energy stored by the bubble,
hence the velocity of the collapse is roughly proportional
Rmax. Thus theories based on a collapse velocity thresh
will have to take this into account. For this experiment, t
light-emission threshold was measured around 1.28 bar.

The expansion ratioRmax/R0 displays a sharp maximum
in Fig. 6 of'15, which appears to lag the minimum value
Rmax andR0 . As Pa is further increased from the peak valu
Rmax/R0 decreases to a value of 10, where it apparently l
els off for further pressure increases until theextinction
threshold@20# at 1.4 bar. We note here that data sets ot
than those in Figs. 4–6 indicate expansion ratios may re
20 at the peak~see also Refs.@19,21#!.

DEPENDENCE OF LIGHT INTENSITY ON MECHANICAL
RESPONSE

Given the highly nonlinear behavior of the bubble w
response shown in Figs. 4–6, it is important to know how
intensity of SL varies with the response. In Fig. 7, t
wavelength-averaged light intensity versus acoustic pres
~open squares! is plotted@see Barberet al. ~1991! in Ref. @1#
for a comparison#, and the intensity increases linearly wi
pressure, growing by a factor of 10 from inception at 1.
bar to extinction at 1.4 bar. Note thatR0 increases and
Rmax/R0 decreases in the light-emitting regime (1.28<Pa
<1.4 bar) as shown in Figs. 4 and 6. Figure 7 also plots
emitted light intensity normalized to the bubble volumeR0

3

~thus roughly a photon per gas molecule efficiency, cros
squares!. We see that this normalized intensity decreases

FIG. 7. Number of photons~open squares! and number of pho-
tons divided by the bubble volume~crossed squares! emitted during
stable SBSL as a function of the driving pressure forCi /C0L

514%. The number of photons is proportional to the voltage o
put of the PMT~Hamamatsu H5783-00! which was measured with
a lock-in amplifier. The spectral response of the apparatus is;300–
600 nm. All experimental parameters and symbols are the sam
in Fig. 3.
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function of pressure, suggesting that the increase show
the unnormalized intensity is mostly due to the fact that
bubble volume is increasing~by a factor of 10 from 1.28 to
1.4 bar! and a greater number of molecules is available
light emission. This may quantitatively account for the i
crease in the total~visible! emitted light intensity as a func
tion of Pa observed in experiments.

Furthermore, the normalized light intensity versus the
pansion ratioRmax/R0 is plotted in Fig. 8, and we find tha
the light outputper gas moleculeis dramatically increased a
the expansion is increased. Figure 8 shows a fit to the d
with a nearly quartic (4.160.2) power-law dependence o
the expansion ratio, implying that a hotter, more energe
collapse occurs for smaller bubbles with a greaterRmax/R0.
The uncertainty in the exponent is due primarily to the u
certainty in the measuredPa .

Since the size of the actual emitting region is unkno
and likely depends onR0 , the above interpretation may b
somewhat simplistic. For example, it has been argued@22#
that the size of the emitting region inside the bubble
creases asRmax/R0 increases because the temperature ins
the bubble becomes hotter sooner in the collapse phase
at smaller values of the expansion ratio. However, su
ciently sophisticated theories of SBSL which can relate
expansion ratio to the light emission can be directly co
pared to these measurements. In particular, the onset o
near the minimum inR0 but near the maximum in expansio
ratio should be a stringent test of those theories.

There are two theoretical treatments that have predicte
sensitive dependence of the light emission on the expan
ratio. Kondicet al. @22# solve the gas dynamics allowing fo
shock waves, and treat emission using both a thermal a
plasma approach to modeling the radiation. Mosset al. @22#
use essentially the same approach, with a much more
tailed equation of state, which includes semiempirical form
las for corrections valid at high temperatures and pressu

We have attempted to compare the predictions made
Kondic et al. @22# ~specifically their Table II, p. 4981! with
our results, and we find that their predictions of the fun
tional dependence of the number of photons on the exp

t-

as

FIG. 8. Number of photons per normalized ambient bubble v
ume (R0

3) in arbitrary units as a function ofRmax/R0 for Ci /C0L

514%. Note that the acoustic pressure and the ambient size
both decreasingfrom left to right ~increasingRmax/R0), as can be
inferred from Figs. 3–5. All experimental parameters and symb
are the same as in Fig. 3.
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sion ratio depend critically onR0 . For a constantPa and
decreasingR0 they find that the number of photons per un
volume decreaseswith increasing expansion ratioRmax/R0,
which is the opposite of our results in Fig. 8. For increas
Pa and fixedR0 , the number of photons per bubble ambie
volume increases more rapidly than our data. Thus, it w
impossible to include their numerical results on our grap
for even a qualitative comparison. Figure 3 of Mosset al.
~@22#, 1997! shows that the predicted number of photons
flash doubles asRmax/R0 is increased by only 4%. Howeve
Mosset al. use a fixedR0 so again a direct comparison wit
our Fig. 8 is not possible.

At a minimum, it is fair to say that the emission is ve
sensitive to the expansion ratio. It is worth noting here t
most experimental spectra@23# have been obtained b
‘‘looking where the light is brightest,’’ that is, at the max
mum pressure where the total number of photons is grea
Thus estimates of internal temperatures based on such s
tra may well be lower bounds inferred from relative
‘‘cool’’ bubbles.

CONCLUSION

Our measurements indicate that the mechanics of an
bubble in water near the light-emission threshold are
trivial. However, they seem to be well explained by coupli
mechanical instabilities, chemical reactions, and gase
mass diffusion to the nonlinear bubble motion described
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation@7,24#. Our measurement
show how the availablePa ,R0 space is bounded by the me
chanical instability threshold and the constantCi /C0L curve.
The deviation from the mechanical instability curve can
explained by a gradual decrease in the effectiveCi /C0 seen
by the bubble and by requiring a stable rectified diffusi
-
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equilibrium to be maintained. This decrease ends wh
Ci /C0 reaches a value of 1% of the actual gas concentra
far from the bubble (Ci /C0L).

The parametric dependences of the emitted light inten
presented in Figs. 5–8 are unexplained, but represent a
fort to clarify the relationship between bubble dynamics a
light emission. The power-law dependence of the normali
light intensity on the expansion ratioRmax/R0 is a particu-
larly interesting result.

The difficulties we encountered in attempting to compa
our data to available theory lead us to conclude that i
impossibleto make meaningful comparisons between expe
ment and theory unless the exact bubble dynamics are ta
into account. Based on our measurements, we can extra
minimal set of threshold mechanical criteria for light em
sion from an air bubble in water at 20 kHz, to be used
bounding conditions for light-emission theories. As long
the emission theory restricts itself to an isolated bubble an
single collapse, issues surrounding the dissolved gas con
of the water can perhaps be ignored. The conservative
main of radii for bubbles in pure water is 2<R0<7 mm. The
range of acoustic pressures is 1.3<Pa<1.4 bar at 1 bar am-
bient pressure. The range of expansion ratios correspon
to the above domain ofR0 is 10<Rmax/R0<15. As we have
shown, however, these parameters are dependent on
other via the mass transfer across the bubble.
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